Help wanted
Fashion assistants that get the job done.

△ Got your hands full? Keep your keys handy on a chicly accessible bracelet. O-Venture key ring, $55, o-venture.com

△ Odor-absorbing pads slip into slip-ons, so you can rock no socks without offending noses. Odor-Eaters insoles, $5 for pair, odor-eaters.com

△ A pretty little tool kit to fix your fave baubles and bits. Baublerella jewelry repair kit, $29, baublerella.com

△ A quick swipe to lift lint keeps you from looking sloppy. (We love the retractable feature that keeps this stick from sticking to everything.) Flint lint roller, $10, meetflint.com

DON’T TOUCH
When you’re not blessed with a thigh gap, how do you wear a skirt without friction? Asking for a friend.

Bandelettes thigh bands, $17 for pair, bandelettes.com

MegaBabe chafe stick, $14, megababebeauty.com

This slimming boy short also keeps you tucked and taut underneath your favorite outfit. Upspring boy short, $25, upspringbaby.com